GET ACCESS TO THE LATEST FEATURES

All Pro Tools purchases and subscriptions come with an upgrade plan, so you can stay up to date. Get access to all new Pro Tools updates and upgrades throughout an active subscription or the duration of a renewable Annual Upgrade Plan.

Renewal for Annual Upgrade Plan* | $99  | £79  | €89
Upgrade reinstatement for Annual Upgrade Plan** | $299 | £239 | €279

* This plan extends your existing Annual Upgrade Plan for one year, renewable annually through your Avid account.
** If you own Pro Tools 9 or higher software and don’t have an upgrade plan, or allowed one to expire, this plan will upgrade you to the latest version and provide all new releases for one year, renewable annually for $99/year.

GET PRO TOOLS YOUR WAY

Pro Tools is available as a low-cost monthly or annual subscription, or you can purchase a perpetual license and own the software outright. If you’re new to making music, get started with Pro Tools | First—a free streamlined version of Pro Tools for aspiring pros.

| Pro Tools perpetual license (includes Annual Upgrade plan, 1-year access to bonus plug-ins, and 1 Avid Support Code)* | $599 | £499 | €599
| Pro Tools Annual Subscription License (includes upgrades, bonus plug-ins, and support) | $299 | £249 | €279
| Pro Tools Monthly Subscription License (includes upgrades, bonus plug-ins, and support) | $29.99 | £30** | €34.51**

* Valid within 7 days of activation
** Price listed includes VAT

RECENT PRO TOOLS UPDATES

12.8: MIDI enhancements, Batch Rename, selective project sync, support for up to 10 cloud collaborators, collaborate with Pro Tools | First users
12.7: Soundbase browser for loops, samples, and sound effects; 2 GB loop library from Loopmasters; Project Revisions and History
12.6: Layered clip editing enhancements, Clip Effects playback, playlist and fade shape shortcuts
12.5: Avid Cloud Collaboration for Pro Tools with 1 GB of free cloud storage (expandable through premium cloud plans)
12.4: Track Freeze workflows
12.3: Track Commit and Track Bounce workflows, Clip Transparency, batch fade enhancements and shortcuts, Audiosuite Pitch Shift Legacy
12.2: VCA Masters, Disk Cache, advanced metering, gain reduction metering
12.1: Increased track count (128 audio, 512 instrument), track input monitoring, AFL/PFL Solo Modes, Copy to Send, Pro Tools | Control support, support for Pro Tools | S3 VCA Spill
12.0: Improved I/O setup and monitoring/auto down-mixing, unlimited busses, in-app plug-in purchases and rentals, stability improvements

Pro Tools | S3  | $4,995/£4,199/€4,699
Pro Tools | Dock | $1,199/£999/€1,099

Please note that all GBP and Euro pricing does not include VAT unless otherwise indicated.
**WHAT’S NEW IN PRO TOOLS | HD**

12.8: Ambisonics 3D audio VR workflows, MIDI enhancements, Batch Rename, Dolby Atmos® workflows, Avid NEXIS support, selective project sync, support for up to 10 cloud collaborators, collaborate with Pro Tools | First users
12.7: Soundbase browser for loops, samples, and sound effects; 2 GB loop library from Loopmasters; Project Revisions and History
12.6: Real-time Clip Effects, in-the-box dubbing workflows, layered clip editing enhancements, playlist and fade shape shortcuts, Pro Tools | S6 3.5 and higher support
12.5: Avid Cloud Collaboration for Pro Tools with 1 GB of free cloud storage
12.4: Track Freeze workflows
12.3: Track Commit and Track Bounce workflows, Clip Transparency, batch fade enhancements and shortcuts, Audiosuite Pitch Shift Legacy
12.2: New Upgrade and Support plan, including access to 25 bonus plug-ins (see sidebar)
12.1: Native HEAT support, Pro Tools | S6 2.x support, Video Engine stability improvements, Satellite Link improvements, support for Pro Tools | Control, support for Pro Tools | S3 VCA Spill
12.0: Improved I/O setup and monitoring/auto down-mixing, unlimited busses, in-app plug-in purchases and rentals, stability improvements

NEW MODULES FOR PRO TOOLS | S6

- **Master Joystick Module (MJM)**
  - Master Post Module (MPM) with PEC Direct switching
  - $5,000 / £4,199 / €4,899

WHAT’S NEW IN PRO TOOLS | S6 3.x AND EUCON 3.7 SOFTWARE

- Master Meter Module display
- EQ and DYN cycling
- Attention Track enhancements
- Auto-Collapse Spill Zones
- Panner Divergence and Position Display mode
- New Soft Keys and appset
- New MJM and MPM features
- LED brightness customizability
- Expand Faders
- Navigation, display, and monitoring enhancements
- Dolby Atmos workflows
- Auto Expand functions

**Pro Tools | S3**

- $4,995/€4,199/£4,699

What’s new: VCA Spill, Spill Zones, Banking follows on Edit/Mix in Pro Tools, integrated Soft Key editor. Plus, Pro Tools | Control app support with: VCA spill to surface, Track Tiles, color/graphic Layout Recall, color/graphic Soft Keys.

**Pro Tools | Dock**

- $1,199/€999/£1,099

Pro Tools | Dock holds and integrates with iPad Air 2 running the Pro Tools | Control free iOS app for ergonomic, tactile EUCON® DAW control. Includes dedicated Transport, Jog Wheel, and automation controls. Also includes VCA spill to surface, a single attention fader, dedicated color-matched Soft Keys, and more.

Please note that all GBP and Euro pricing does not include VAT unless otherwise indicated.